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Keypoint is one of the GCC’s most 
comprehensive providers of business 
advisory services. Our services - 
including accounting solutions, 
statutory & corporate advisory, 
investment administration & share 
registry services, trust services, 
IT consulting, tax services, human 
capital solutions, management 
consulting and financial regulatory 
compliance advisory - are valued by 
a wide range of clients, from large 
multinationals and financial services 
and insurance institutions to family-
managed conglomerates and small 
and medium-sized enterprises.



Due to the transactional nature of VAT, 
implementing VAT will have resulted in 
changes being made to almost every 
aspect of your business – including systems 
upgrades, document changes, contract 
addendums, process updates and policy 
changes.

With VAT going live in Bahrain on 1 January 
2019, your staff need to comply with new 
VAT regulations and requirements on a daily 
basis, and accurately prepare and submit 
VAT returns.

What should you expect to see after 
implementation?

Based on our experience working in other 
post-implementation environments, in the 
first 12-18 months you should expect:

• A significant number of legislative 
updates and developments 
These will be a combination of 
concessionary measures, corrections 
to the legislation, and substantive 
amendments made to the rules based 
on feedback from consumers, industries 
and the public sector. 

• Guides and clarifications from the tax 
authorities and related ministries  
These tend to be helpful as they set out 
the tax authority’s view on how VAT 
rules should apply.

• Public and private rulings by tax 
authorities 
Businesses and industry bodies are 
already approaching the tax authorities 
for their views on the VAT treatment of 
specific products and arrangements.

• Refinements and updates to - and 
increased functionality in - electronic 
portals 
Based on reactions to initial VAT return 
filings and payments, tax authorities 
will update and add additional 
functionality to e-services portal.

What will be the key challenges of 
staying VAT-compliant in the first 18 
months?

 � Ensuring the different parts of the 
business affected by VAT understand 
and apply updated processes, systems 
and policies correctly.

 � Keeping on top of legislative 
developments and updates, and 
ensuring that any changes that 
affect your business are accurately 
implemented.

 � Addressing any outstanding issues 
leftover from VAT implementation.

 �  Seeking advice and/or clarification from 
the tax authorities on areas where VAT 
rules are unclear.

 �  Ensuring the staff responsible for VAT 
continue to develop their understanding 
of VAT, building in-house VAT capability 
and knowledge across your business. 



There may still be unresolved issues or 
queries from within your business that 
were not addressed during implementation. 
There may be practical challenges around 
implementing processes that were devised 
during the implementation phase. Your 
staff may need expert advice on how 
legislative developments and changes might 
impact particular aspects of their business.

To help your tax and finance staff manage 
the more unique or complex areas of the 
VAT rules, Keypoint offers a VAT helpdesk, 
where designated staff can contact us with 
VAT-related queries. An experienced VAT 
team –generally a VAT manager and sector-
focused Keypoint VAT consultants – will be 
assigned to your business.

We will provide brief email advice, as well 
as regular email updates from the Keypoint 
VAT team with VAT developments and 
updates. Where the issue is complex, 
or requires formal written advice, or 
approaches to the tax authority, we will 
agree a separate fee

Where the number of hours utilised is 
less than the allocated number of hours, 
the excess can be rolled forward into the 
following month. Similarly, where the 
number of hours utilised is more than the 
allocated number of hours, we will deduct 
this from the following month. 

As part of our service, we will update you 
weekly on the number of hours utilised and 
remaining.

Clients who sign up for VAT helpdesk 
support for six months or more will receive 
significant discounts.

The Keypoint VAT helpdesk is particularly 
useful where:

 � There are still areas of the business 
where VAT treatments have not been 
finalised

 � The business is still undergoing VAT 
implementation

 � The business does not have a dedicated 
tax function with VAT or GST 
compliance experience

 �  Legislative developments and updates 
from the tax authorities are likely to 
significantly impact implementation 
work that has already been carried out

Keypoint VAT helpdesk

Support VAT support/month

Platinum 20 hours (4-5 hours/week)

Gold 15 hours (3-4 hours/week)

Silver 10 hours (2-3 hours/week)

We can tailor a VAT helpdesk - based on 
your requirements - for a very competitive 
fee. Hourly rates range from US$150-
US$250 depending on the level of support 
requested and the period we are engaged 
for.



How well is your business managing 
VAT risk on a daily basis? With the short 
timeframes that businesses had to prepare 
for VAT, have the appropriate systems, 
process and policy changes been made to 
manage and minimise your VAT risks? 

With input from VAT and GST specialists 
from Australia, the UK, Malaysia, 
the European Union, Pakistan, South 
Africa and New Zealand, Keypoint has 
developed a VAT healthcheck programme, 
which evaluates the robustness and 
technical accuracy of your VAT controls 
and processes put in place during the 
implementation process.

We will provide you with practical guidance 
and recommend changes or additional 
measures that your business can put 
in place to minimise the risks of non-
compliance, including:

 � Identifying and assessing VAT risk levels 
across your business

 � Interviewing your key personnel 
to assess VAT knowledge and 
understanding

 � Walking through tests or controls for 
common business transactions and 
operations

 � Documenting our findings, 
potential gaps or weaknesses, with 
recommendations to address any 
shortfalls.

Keypoint’s VAT healthcheck is particularly 
useful where:

 � VAT implementation and policy changes 
may have been expedited because of 
time constraints

 �  Businesses are relying on manual 
processes for aspects of VAT compliance

 �  An external tax advisor hasn’t reviewed 
changes to processes and policies

 
Our fees for a VAT healthcheck will typically 
range from US$4,000-US$10,000 - 
depending on the scope and depth of the 
review and the complexity of your business 

VAT healthchecks



Is your business ready to prepare and review 
your VAT return? Keypoint reviews VAT 
returns to assess whether they have been 
correctly, comprehensively and accurately 
completed, identifying possible reporting 
gaps.

As part of the VAT return review process, 
we can also analyse sample transactions to 
assess compliance with:

 �  VAT treatments

 �  Document reviews

 �  Time of supply rules

 �  FX rate rules

 �  Rules controlling when input VAT can be 
claimed.

Keypoint’s VAT return reviews are 
particularly useful where:

 �  Your finance or tax personnel have 
limited experience in preparing VAT 
returns

 �  Personnel assigned to review your VAT 
return have limited relevant experience

Fees for VAT return reviews typically range 
from US$500-US$2000/return, depending 
on the complexity of the entity, the scope 
of the engagement and the duration of any 
contract

VAT return reviews



Did some parts of your business miss out 
on VAT training during the implementation 
phase? Have your finance or tax teams 
asked for specific VAT training for particular 
aspects of the business? 

Keypoint also provides bespoke VAT training 
customised to your requirements. 

If you have staff located in different 
locations who have not been able to attend 
training, our VAT training can be conducted 
through a webinar, allowing your staff to 
log in remotely. Staff who are not able to 
attend a webinar – or who wish to refresh 
their knowledge of a particular area – can 
log into the webinar portal at any time for 
up to 12 months.

Keypoint’s VAT training will be particularly 
useful where:

 �  Certain business functions were unable 
to attend VAT training

 �  Staff in other cities or countries require 
VAT training

 �  Staff require further training on complex 
VAT rules

 �  Staff require bespoke training 
customised to their part of the business

Our fees for training depend on the mode 
of delivery, content and duration. Please 
contact us for further details.

Customised VAT training



Does your current finance staff have the 
capacity – and the expertise - to advise the 
different parts of your business, resolve VAT 
disputes with customers and vendors, and 
compile VAT returns in a timely manner? 

Keypoint provides an outsourcing function, 
where a VAT specialist from our team is 
based on- or off-site for an agreed number 
of days every week or month. The specialist 
acts as your in-house VAT advisor, drawing 
on the vast VAT experience and knowledge 
of the wider Keypoint VAT team to offer 
you market-leading VAT advice when you 
need it.

Fees for this service depend on the number 
of days spent meeting your needs. 

Outsourcing your VAT function
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Keypoint’s market-leading tax 
team has developed sector-
focused VAT briefs which explain 
many of the most important 
challenges that VAT poses for 
GCC businesses. Contact us if 
you would like us to develop a 
brief for your industry sector.

Issues for 
directors
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Senior members of our VAT team include:

Mubeen Khadir
Head of Tax
mubeen.khadir@keypoint.com
+973 32226811

Chris Park
Senior Manager
chris.park@keypoint.com
+973 38338634

George Campbell
Associate Director 
george.campbell@keypoint.com
+973 38338641

 � Corporate and tax lawyer with over 15 
years of experience of advising clients 
in the Middle East and Australia on 
international tax, as well as VAT and 
other indirect taxes

 � ‘Big 4’ and top tier legal firm experience
 � Has led over 150 VAT engagements 

across the GCC over the last twelve 
months

 � UK chartered tax adviser (CTA)
 � Member of the Chartered Institute of 

Taxation
 � Over 10 years of specialist VAT 

experience
 � Broad experience with ‘Big 4’ firms in 

the UK and across the GCC
 � Has been working with businesses 

across the region for the last two years 
on all aspects of VAT implementation

 � Deep experience across the retail sector, 
having led VAT implementations for 
retail businesses in Saudi Arabia, across 
the GCC and in the UK

 � New Zealand-qualified lawyer with a 
background in professional services, 
having worked in the ‘Big 4’

 � Has worked as a VAT advisor in New 
Zealand, Malaysia and across the GCC

 � Recognised as a trusted advisor on 
VAT for a range of economic sectors, 
including insurance and retail

Omar Hisham
Manager
omar.hisham@keypoint.com
+973 38338640

 � VAT technical expert
 � ACCA (UK) qualified
 � Has managed more than 40 VAT 

implementation engagements in 
Malaysia and across the GCC

 � Extensive customs experience: 
 � Customs duties
 � Bonded warehouse applications
 � FTA matters 
 � Customs’ import and export 

procedures
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Mansoor Al Wedaie
Assistant Manager
mansoor.alwedaie@keypoint.com
+973 39988098

 � Seven years of professional services 
expertise across audit, tax compliance 
and advisory services

 � Involved in a range of VAT 
implementation projects across the 
GCC, identifying VAT impacts and 
designing and implementing solutions 
aligned with leading practice for leading 
family groups with extensive operations 
in Saudi Arabia and across the GCC

 � Fluent in Arabic and English

Zainab Mearaj
Senior Consultant
zainab.mearaj@keypoint.com
+973 36361556

 � Has worked on VAT implementations for 
large Saudi retail businesses

 � Before joining Keypoint, worked in 
industry in accounting, reporting and 
internal control

 � Fluent in English and Arabic
 � Certified management accountant 

(CMA) 
 � CFA level 1

Willem Bam
Manager
willem.bam@keypoint.com 
+973 38338649

 � Licensed as a master tax practitioner 
by the South African Institute of Tax 
Practitioners

 � As a VAT technical expert, has worked 
across a number of different economic 
sectors, including:
 � Oil & gas
 � Insurance and other financial 

services
 � Real estate
 � Catering and O&M
 � Infrastructure and construction
 � Marine & offshore services
 � Real estate & development
 � Power & industrial

Dao Han Hung
Assistant Manager
daohan.hung@keypoint.com 
+973 3907 7964

 � VAT technical expert with a background 
in indirect tax and accounting

 � Has managed over 35 VAT 
implementations, ranging from 
financial institutions, large family 
groups to smaller, single-focused 
businesses in Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and 
across the GCC - as well as Malaysia

 � Multi-lingual - fluent in English, Malay, 
Mandarin and Cantonese
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